An example of nonrandom missing data for hepatitis C virus status in a prognostic study among HIV-infected patients.
To describe information bias due to missing data for hepatitis C (HCV) status in the analysis of factors associated with mortality in HIV-infected patients. The prospective APROCO cohort enrolled 1,151 HIV-infected adults at the first initiation of highly active antiretroviral treatment in 1997-1998. Conversely to other characteristics, hepatitis B and C serologic status were recorded retrospectively. In a first dataset, HCV status was missing in 29%. HCV infection was associated with a higher hazard of death (Cox model, hazard ratio [HR]=4.1; 95% confidence interval [95% CI], 1.5-11.3). After more efforts to actively document HCV status, the information remained missing in only 10%. All deceased patients who were secondarily documented were recorded as being HCV negative. In fact, before systematic collection of HCV status, nonstructured additional documentation for all deaths led to spontaneous notification of HCV-positive serology at death and not HCV negative. HCV was no longer associated with the hazard of death (HR=1.2; 95% CI, 0.6-2.7). These results underline the need to minimize missing data and to investigate the impact of missing data on the results, although the mechanism of bias is difficult to identify. In addition, these results might shed light on the current debate about the association between HCV and progression of HIV infection.